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Recoqnizing that changes have occurred in the location
of business and industrial activity since the Interstate
Commerce Comuisssion (CC) establihed commercial zones in the
19306s, the CC expanded its commercial zones in 1975. The
effect of the expanded commercial zones on actor carriers in
terms of changes in tonage, area served, rates, revenies,
operations, and competition was examined through the use of
questionnaires sent to carriers and shippers cf 12 zones.
Findins/Conclusions: The expansion bad little or Dc effect on
most carriers' volume of shipments, rates, revenue, interlining,
and certain aspects of operations. Some ca-riers experienced a
change in the size of the area they served, rate ccmpetition,
and service competition. The expansica also had a negligible
effect on most shippers' rates and service. Officials of
chambers of commerce, public utilities coamissions, lanning
agencies, and carriers and shippers agreed that the expansion
was generally adequate. The effect on most carriers and shippers
nay chanqe at a future time because of a shift in economic
conditions or because of industrial expansion; the commercial
zone expansion needs to be continually mcnitored by the ICC.
Recomendations: The Cairsta of the ICC should establish
pro-.edures to monitor the effect and the adequacy of te
nrmercial zone expansion and make adjustsents or modifications

as arranted. (RRS)



BY THE COMPTRO.LER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

ICC's Expansion Of Unregulated
Motor Carrier Commercial Zones
Has Had Little Or No Effect On

-arriers And Shippers
The Interstate Commerce Comm; -sion recent-
ly expanCd.J the motor carrier commercial
zones. After sampling carriers and shippers in
12 cti.b, GAO found that, after almost a
year, the expb riion has had little or no effect.
When affected, small carriers suffered, larger
carriers benefited, and most shippers received
improved service.

Many shippers ere undecided if the ex-
pansion was large enough, and some regional
planning agencies believed the zone bound-
aries were not made large enough. The Coro-
mission should establish procedures to con-
tinually monitor the adequacy and effect of
the expansion because industrial growth is
continuous and the effect of the expansion
may change over a period of time.
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COMPTROLLR GOENERAL. OF THE UNITED WrATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. a"

B-187797

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report summarizes the Interstate Commerce
Commission's expansion of motor carrier commercial zones.
It dscusses the effect the expansion has had on carriers
and shippers and the need for the Commission to continually
monitor the size and effect of the expansion.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting
and Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Oftice of Management and Budget, and to the Chairman,
Interstate Commerce Commission.

A(TI Comp t oifr aener al
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S ICC's EXPANSION OF UNREGULATED
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS MOTOR CARRIER COMMERCIAL ZONES

HAS HAD LITTLE OR NO EFFECT
ON CARRIERS AND SHIPPERS

DIGEST

Expansion of motor carrier commercial zones by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission in April 1977--where motor
carriers are free from Commission regulations--has
had little or no effect on most carriers and shippers
in the 12 cities GAO reviewed.

Although most shippers and regional planning agencies
expressing an opinion generally agreed that the
expansion was large enough, many shippers were undecided
as to the size of the expansion and some regional
planning agencies believed additional geographical
areas should be included.

For these reasons, the Commission should coaltiiually
review the effect and the adequacy of the 1977 expansion.

NEED FOR EXPANSION

In August 1975 the Commission initiated a rulemaking
proceeding to help determine whether changes in
the locations of busines and industry required
new commercial ore limits. Interested parties were
invited to submit their views and comments.

Proponents argued that the expansion would save fuel,
eliminate shipping delays, reduce shipment loss
and damage, simplify carrier billing procedures,
and also reduce the amount of paperwork. They contended
that the epansion would rsult in lower shipping
charges and improve sevice to small suburban shippers.
(See p. 4.)

Opponents argued that adequate cause for the epansion
was not demonstrated and here was no evidence that
existing service was inadequate. They charged that
the expansion is deregulation and expressed concer:
that cutthroat competition would cause some carriers
serious financial losses and ultimately tis would
result in deterioration of service, increaed rates,
and theft. Also, they feared the expansion would
encourage central city business to move to the suburbs,
.eading to a further rosion of the city tax base
and contributing to urban sprawl. (See p. 5.)
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At the conclusion of the proceeding, the Commission
decided that the amount of industrial growth required
an expansion of the commercial zones.

EFFECT OF EXPANSION

The need to reduce the regulation of motor carriers
is a subject of current national concern. However,
there is little evidence to demonstrate the impact
that economic regulation hai on motor carrier rates
and service.

The expansion provided the opportunity to compare
areas that once were regulated and now are deregulated.
In making this comparison, GAO sent questionnaires
to a sample of motor arriers and shippers in 12
cities and also interviewed respondents.

For most responding motor carriers, he commercial
zone expansion has had little or no effect. However,
some did experience slight changes as a result
of the expansion in areas such as rate and service
competition, operations, and tonnage hauled. (See pp.
8 to 11 and 14 to 16.)

Increased competition and reduced transfer of shipments
between carriers appear to hive resulted in a shift of
business from the Commission-regulated short-haul
carriers to nonregulated local and Commmission-regulated
long-haul carriers. However, no major rate reductions
followed. (See pp. 11 to 16.)

The commercial zone expansion has had a negligible
effect on the quality and cost of transportation
services provided to most shippers. For example,
about 90 percent of the shippers indicated to GAO
uihat there was little or no change in the quality
of service. (See p. 16.)

NEED TO CONTINUALLY MONITOR
EFFECT AND ADEQUACY OF EXPANSION

The effect on most carriers and shippers may change at

a later date because of a shift in economic conditions
or because of further industrial expansion. Therefore,
the expansion mus be continually monitored by the
Commission.
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The adequacy of tne expansion also should be monitored.
Many shippers and regional planning agencies expressing
an opinion agreed that the expansion was adequate.
However, about 53 percent of the shippers were
undecided and 7 of 12 planning agencies believed the
expansion excluded areas which should have been
included.

RECOMMENDATION

The Chairman of the Commission should establish
procedures to monitor the effect and the adequacy
of the commercial zone expansion and make adjustments
or modifications as warranted.

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Commission concurred with GAO's findings and
strongly supported the GAO recommendations to monitor
the effect and the adequacy of tho commercial zone
expansion.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing that changes have occurrqd in the locationof business and industrial activity since the Interstatc
Commerce Commission (ICC) established commerc,,l zones
and terminal areas 1/ in the 1930s, ICC in 3'97. anstituteda rulema!-ing proceeding to reevaluate comer_. .a zoneboundaries. New rules were established in December 1976,
and the expanded zones became effective in April 1977.

CONCERN FOR REGULATORY REFORM

Commercial zone expansion occurs at a time when theoverall purpose and actions of Federal rgulatory agen-
cies such as ICC are coming under examination. Membersof Congress, the President, and various regulatory agen-cies themselves are orking to improve the quality of
public servicea by . vising procedures and reevaluating
certain basic regula ory assumptions. The Presidentindicated that 40 years of tight Government control has not
been successful in bringing competitive prices, goodservice, and efficient fuel use to the transportation
irdustry. For the motor carrier industry, he outlined
measures to help increase the level of competition.
Various congressional committees and subcommittees haveheld, and continue to hold, hearings on motor carrier
regulation, including transportation costs and the impacton small businessmen who wish to enter the arena of theregulated motor carrier industry. For example, the
Senate Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Antitrust
and Monopoly has begun an extensive evaluation to deter-mine if changes are needed in motor carrier regulation.

Tic, commercial zone expansion is an example of theconcern for regulatory reform. This action removed
regulators constraints from areas that were regulated.
It also provides an opportunity to examine in a specific

_/Commercial zones are those areas adjacent to and com-mercially a part of the base municipality (i.e., city)where interstate shipments are exempt from ICC regula-tion. Terminal aas complement the commercial zone
exemption by excluding from regulation the transfer,
collection, and delivery performed within designatedterminal areas of intercity carriers. ICC has con-
sistently said terminal areas and cormmercial zones
should be regarded as synonymous. For convenience, wewill refer to commercial zones and terminal areas a3
"commercial zones."



area the impact of a change on essential factors oftransportation (i.e., quality of service and related
costs). A fundamental issue is whether rates willdecrease and service improve if regulations are alteredor whether this change will re..! in an elimination
of some motor carrier companies because of severe com-petition--therefore an overall deterioration of shipping
service.

PURPOSE OF ICC

ICC is an independent regulatory agency that was createdby the Congress to help insure an adequate and efficient inter-state surface transportation system. It was created in 1887to regulate the railroads, and its authority was laterexpanded to include all surface transportation. The MotorCarri-r Act of 1935 (49 U.S.C. 301 et seq. (1970) as amended)brought interstate trucks and buses under ICC regulation. CCis managed by 11 commissioners. Currently, however, there a::eonly seven commissioners and four vacancies. Its fiscalyear 1979 budget provides for a work force of 2,194 andexpenditures of $66.8 million.

Before a company (carrier) can provide regulatedinterstate transportation service to the public, it must
prove Lb ICC the public's need for the proposed services.if successful, the company receives a certificate ofpublic convenience and necessity which grants it authority
to serve specified locations and usually specifies thecommodities it can transport. ICC regulates oer 16,000such interstate motor common carrier companies. ICC isto make certain that carriers within a given area are
needed, insures the rates they charge are reasonable,
and monitors their operations to insure that they provideadequate service. Motor carrierc must provide the ser-vice specified in their operating authority and comply
with ICC regulations. Failure to do so my result incancellation of the ICC granted authority.

THE COMMERCIAL ZONE CONCEPT

Commercial zones, as defined on page 1, may be locatedwithin orxe State or may cross two or more State lines.
Some commercial zones, such as the zone fo. St. Louis, com-bine two or more cities to form a single base municipality."ICC granted operating authority to serve a municipality
entitles the motor carrier to serve any point within thatmunicipality's commercial zone.

Commercial zones were first established in the late 1930sas an exemption from ICC regulations in recognition of the
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heavy, daily traffic of the r .ropolitan areas. Motor carrier
companies operating solely w .hin commrcial zones do not
need ICC operating authority and are free from ICC regulations.
The free, competitive market, therefore, determines
the rates charged and services provided.

Similar to ICC, State public utilities commissions
also designate commercial zones. The State zones pertain
only to intrastate freight. While State commercial zones
are generally smaller than ICC zones, somt States haze
commercial zones larger than the new ICC zones or base
revised their zones to correspond with ICC zones.

HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL ZONES

Originally, ICC defined commercial zones on a case-by.
case basis. Large population centers, municipalities
straddling State lines, and major ports were the first commer-
cial zones defined. ICC recognized factors such as trade
practice, land use patterns, geography, and political
considerations in establishing the first commercial zones.

Believing the public would be better served through a
general method of establishing commercial zones, ICC establ-
ished a population-mileage formula in 1946. This created
zones extending from 2 to 5 miles from municipality limits
with the distance based on the municipality's population.
ICC said population and mileage provided a reasonably
accurate definition of commercial zones because urban develop-
ment normally expands in all directions from the central city.
However, ICC allowed municipalities to request specifically
defined zones if they believed the territory included by the
population-mileage formula was too small. Until the April 1977
expansion, ICC had defined 39 specific commercial zones.

THF 19-7 EXPANSION

In August 1975 ICC instituted a rulemaking proceeding to
consider expanding the commercial zone limits. ICC believed this
proceeding was needed to consider whether changes in the loca-
tions of business and industry require. rnew commercial zones.
Interested parties were asked to submit their views and comments.

ICC issued a report which included the various views and
comments and its tentative conclusions on January 12, 1976,
anc again requested written conaunts from interested parties.
ICC decided in favor of the expansion on December 17, 1976,
and the expansion was originally scheduled to become effective
March 29, 1977.
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Shortly after ICC decided to expand the zones, the Short
Haul Survival Committee--a group of short-haul carriers who
believed the expansion would result in loss o business for
them--filed a suit questioning the basis for ICC's decision.
The Committee obtained a court order to delay the expansion
while the suit was decided in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
in San Francisco. On April 9, 1977, the court al'owed the ex-
pansion to go into effect while they were determi.ning if the
expansion was justified. In March 1978 the coult ruled in
favor of ICC.

ICC's commercial zone expansion reduced the number
of specifically defined zones from 39 to 22. Generally,
these 22 zones were not defined by the population-mileage
formula because they were larger than te formula allowed.
As shown below, in most cases, the new ppulation-mileage
formula resulted in a significant increase in area over
the old formula:

Miles from Miles from
corporate corporate

Population of limits--old limits--new
central city commercial zone commercial zone

Less than 2,500 2 3
2,500 to 24,999 3 4

25,000 to 99,999 4 6
100,000 to 199,999 5 8
200,000 to 499,999 5 1')
500,000 to 999,999 5 15
1 million and up 5 20

For example, the New York commercial zcln% now includes
portions of three rather than two State inetropolitan
areas. An exmple of the extent of the! xpansion is
illustrated by Cte St. Louis commercial zone map. (See
app. IV.)

ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST EXPANSION

Proponents and opponents of the proposed expansion
submitted comments to ICC. ome carriers and shippers
favoring the expansion said it should save fue', eliminate
delays, reduce loss and damage, simplify billing proce-
dures, and reduce paperwork. They added that this should
also result in lower charges for the shipping public and
better service for small suburban shippers. ICC officials
said some of these benefits could be caused by the ability
of long-haul carriers to take goods directly to businesses in
the new zone without having to transfer them to other carriers.
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Some carriers opposing the expansion said they did
not believe there had been a significai.t relocation :
business to the suburbs. Thus, they agued hat an
adequate case cannot be made for the expansion. Othrfs
argued that although there was a relocation of business to
the suburbs, suburban businesses are not n integral part
of the economy of the central city.

Short-haul carriers said because there was no
evidence showing existing short-haul ;service is inadequate,
regulations should not be changed. They added that
expanding the commercial zone is the sme as deregulating
their operations and they feared "cutthroat" competition
wold cause serious financial harm and then a deterioration
of service to the public.

Many interested parties, including some shippers,
State agencies, and individuals opposed the expansion.
They told ICC that the expansion would undermine the
financial stability of the small, short-haul carriers
and cause a deterioration of the efficient serv =e
shippers were presently receiving. They feared that
there would be increases in rates, theft, and addi-
tional safety and claims-handling problems. They also
feared the expansion would encourage businesses to relocate
to the suburbs, decreasing the central city tax base and
leading to more urban sprawl.

INITIAL REACTION TO THE EXPANSION

After ICC expanded the commercial zones, it held
public hearings during September to November 1977. The
hearings were to obtain reactions of interested parties on 39
task force recommendations to improve regulation. Local
and short-haul carriers testified they experienced increased
competition since the expansion and their ability to con-
tinue operations was jeopardized. They feared long-haul
carriers would no longer use them to transport local
shipments, and long-time shipper relationships based on
loyalty would be severed.

Shippers said competition has increased, with lonq-
haul as well as short-haul carriers serving the expanded
commercial zone.

5



SCOPE OF REVIEW

We examined how ICC's expanded commercial zones
affected motor carriers and shippers.l/ Our review did not
include State commercial zones. The effect on motor
carriers was measured by changes in tonnage, area served,
rates, interlining,2/ revenue, operations, and competi-
tion. The effect on shippers was measured by changes
in service and rates.

We obtained our data by using questionnaires developed
with the cooperation of officials from ICC and the
Departments of Transportation and Justice. We selected
a range of commercial zones to include those both within
a State and across State lines. We sent questionnaires
to carriers and shippers in the following 12 zones--
New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, District
of Columbia, St. Louis, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Toledo,
Omaha, Grand Rapids, and South Bend.

A total of 5,563 questionnaires were mailed--2,998
to shippers and 2,565 to motor carriers--and an oveLall
average of about 65 percent were returned. Some questions
on the returned uiestionnaires, however, were not answered.
Followup interviews were conducted with a sample of 129
carriers and 78 shippers to obtain further information
as to the effect of the expansion. We tabulated the question-
naire data and made numerous comparisons by zone, type of motor

1/Shippers refer to both those which ship and/or receive
freight by motor carriers.

2/The transfer of shipments between carriers.
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carrier,l/ and location of shipper.

We received data from--and discussed the zone expan-
sion with--officials from ICC, the Departments of Trans-
portation and Justice, the American Trucking Associations,
motor carriers, the major rate bureaus,2/ shippers,
regional planning agencies, State public utilities com-
missions, and chambers of commerce. We also reviewed
applicable laws and regulations dealing with ICC and
commercial zones. A discussion of our n.ethedology is
included as appendix I.

1/Non-ICC certificated or exempt (carriers who are
exempt from ICC econonic regulation).

Class I (carriers with ICC certification and annual
revenues over $3 million).

Class II (carriers with ICC certification and annual
revenues from $500,000 to $3 million).

Class III (carriers with ICC certification and annual
revenues under $500,000).

Short-haul (certificated local carriers who transport
property mostly within a restricted area).

Cartage (carriers who transport property between loca-
tions within the same metropolitan area),

Contract (company that engages in for-hire transporta-
tion of property under individual contract or agreement
with one or a limited number of shippers).

2/Organizations whose primary purpose is to establish
shipping rates through collective action of its members.
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CHAPTER 2

COMMERCIAL ZONE EXPANSION HAS HAD LITTLE OR

NO EFFECT ON CARRIERS AND SHIPPERS

T e commercial zone expansion has had little or no effect
on most carriers and shippers. Also, ICC expanded the zones
to reflect industrial expansion, yet some planning agencies
believe that appropriate areas were not included by ICC.

EFFECT ON CARRIERS

Specifically, the expansion has had little or no effect
on most carriers' volume of shipments, rates, re:nue,
interlining, and certain aspects of operations. However,
some carriers experienced a change in

--the size of the area they served,

-- rate competition, and

-- ervice competition.

The following table summarizes the percent of change, if any,
in each area included in the questionnaire.

Percent (note a)
Effects of commercial Decrease No change Increase
zone expansion

Tonnage 10.0 75.0 15.0

Area served 5.1 73.2 21.7

Rates 7.2 87.3 5.4

Operations:
Drivers 7.4 87.1 5.6
Other personnel 4.2 93.5 2.3
Tractors 5.4 90.8 3.8
Trailers 4.4 91.7 3.9
Terminals 1.0 97.7 1.4

Interlining 10.2 87.2 2.6

Service competition 2.0 70.6 27.4

Rate competition 1.7 75.2 23.0

Note a: Because of rounding, percentages may not total 00
percent.
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The increased competition and reduced interlining
appears to have caused some short-haul and Class III
carriers to lose business. Appendix II shows the overall
responses to our questionnaire.

Type and number of carrier
questionnaire responses

The motor carrier industry is both large and complex,
consisting of about 145,000 firms. ICC regulates about 16,000
of these firms. ICC regulations, however, indirectly affect
the other firms by limiting their operations to nonregulated
activities. A cross section of firms in the motor carrier
industry responded to our quesionnaire:

Percent of

Type of carrier Responses total responses

Cartage 165 11.9
Non-ICC certificated 124 8.9
Cortract 123 8.8
Class I 361 26.0
Class II 155 11.1
Class III 163 11.7
Short-haul 54 3.9
Other (moving

vans, taxis,
undeterminable) 246 17.7

Total 1,391 100.0

Carriers in our sample served different geographical
areas, but the majority operated within the commercial zone
exclusively or on a regional basis such as the Midwest area.

Tonnage

The expanded commercial zone generally has not affected
the tonnage hauled by most carriers. As shown below, about
75 percent of the carriers responding to the questionnaire
said the commercial zone expansion had little or no effect
on the tonnage they hauled.
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Percent of responding carriers

indicating the amount of tonna e hauled

Total Did not

Type of number Decreased change Increased

carrier responding

Cartage 163 8.6 63.2 28.3

Non-ICC
certificated 117 6.' 76.9 17.1

Contract 113 1. d 91.2 7.1

Class I 359 6.6 78.8 14.5

Class II 154 15.5 69.5 14.9

Class III 162 22.2 67.9 9.9

Short-haul 54 26.0 61.1 13.0

Other 122 3.4 87.8 8.9

Total 1244
Average 10.0 75.0 15.0

Short-haul and Class III carriers appear 
to have lost

the most tonnage due to the commercial zone expansion--

decreases of 26 percent and 22 percent, respectively.

Interviews with these carriers showed tonnage 
decreased

primarily because of less interlining with long-haul

carriers. However, we noted that some carriers were

able to adapt to the expansion and avoid any 
adverse

effects. Examples include:

--A Cincinnati short-haul carrier lost tonnage (did

not estimate how much) due to reduced interlining.

He claimed long-haul carriers have taken away 
the

volume loads and have left unprofitable less-than-

truckload shipments to short-haul carriers.

--A St. Louis Class III carrier, whose principal

business involves interlining with major carriers,

stated the commercial zone cut his tonnage about

40 percent. He lost tonnage to nonregulated and

long-haul carriers. His firm had no other line

of business to help offset these losses.

However, we noted that some carriers were able 
to adapt

to the expansion and avoid any adverse effects. 
For

example:

--A Class III carrier in Chicago lost 80 percent of

his interlining revenues after the commercial

zone expansion. However, he anticipated the

negative effect and increased his traffic in other

areas to make up for the loss.

Cartage companies, non-ICC carriers, and Class I

carriers increased their tonnage since the expansion.
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Cartage companies indicated the greatest increase, over
28 percent. Our interviews showed Class I carriers
increased the tonnage hauled because they can deliver
directly to a wider geographic area instead of having
to transfer the shipments to another carrier. For
example:

--A Chicago Class I carrier estimated most of his
10 percent increase in tonnage is due to the
commercial zone expansion. Business previously
undesirable because of interlining costs is now
attractive. The carrier now serves other shippers
directly without the middleman.

Therefore, while most carriers indicated little
or no effect in tonnage, the expansion may have
caused some short-haul and smaller regulated carriers
to lose business to cartage companies, nonregulated
carriers, and larger ICC regulated carriers.

Interlining

Eighty-five percent of motor carriers indicated
little or no change in interlining due to the commer-
cial zone expansion. However, some aspects of the
carrier operations indicated a decrease. About 17 per-
cent of the Class I carriers decreased interlining
while 20.6 percent of the Class III and 19.6 percent of
the short-haul carriers showed decreases in interlining.
These figures indicate moLe long-haul carriers are
delivering directly to the point of destination at the
expense of some of the smaller feeder carriers who used
to make final destination delivery. Examples include:

-- A Class II carrier in St. Louis had lost some of
his interlining traffic to large carriers and non-ICC
carriers, but is trying to use a new line of
business (piggyback 1/) to make up for the loss.

-- About 85 percent of a non-ICC certificated
Cincinnati carrier's business is interlining.
He lost some interlining business in one city
which previously was not in the commercial zone.
Interstate carriers can now deliver directly,
eliminating the need for short-haul carriers.
However, the firm has managed to replace the lost
business with new business in new areas.

l/An intermodal system where trailers or containers are
carried on rail flatcars.
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Area carriers served

Over 70 percent of the motor carriers indicated they

are not serving the area added by the expansion. 
However,

over 25 percent of cartage companies, short-haul carriers,

and Class I carriers indicated an increase in the areas
they served. Illinois and Nebraska trucking officials said

carriers are reluctant to serve the new commercial 
zone

because of the uncertainty of the outcome of the 
short-

haul carriers' court action against the expansion. They

added that long-haul carriers are not willing to make

large capital outlays for additional equipment until

the lawsuit is resolved.l/ Our interviews, however,
did not substantiate this. Only 1 out of the 72 carriers

we interviewed that indicated no chan' -ad taken place

said it was due to the court action. primary reasons

why carriers said no change had taken place were because:

-- The carrier was already serving points in the expanded

commercial zone under his existing ICC authority.

-- The carrier had not yet solicited business in the new

commercial zone.

-- The carrier did not have enough equipment and/or person-

nel to expand his operations to the new commercial zone.

Rates

Almost 90 percent of the respondents said the com-

mercial zone expansion has had little or no effect on 
rates.

Moreover, the lack of effect might be even greater than

90 percent. We interviewed 21 carriers who indicated a

change in rates due to the commercial zone expansion and

found they erred in attributing the change to the expansion.

A general rate increase became effective at about the

same time the expansion took place and many of the 
carriers

attributed the rate increase to the expansion when actually

it was the result of the general increase in rates.

Interviews with some carriers who indicated no change 
at

all disclosed that the expansion did not result in widespread

rate changes because rates are based on cost plus 
a reasonable

profit and, a decrease 'n rates would lower their profit margins.

A rate bureau official also indicated rates have not

changed to reflect the commercial zone expansion because 
most

rate bureau members are normally long-haul carriers 
who conduct

their operations in areas larger than just the commercial zones.

1/Resolved in favor of ICC in April 1978.
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Of the seven motor carriers we interviewed who
experienced some rate change, six said their rates de-
creased and one said his rates increased. They said
decreases occurred mainly to keep up with competitors
who had reduced rates. For example, a Class I short-haul
carrier in New York claimed he had to reduce his rates
7 to 10 percent to keep his current customers. The only
example of a rate increase resulting from the expansion
was a Class I carrier who said he increased rates because
his trucks were operating more miles empty than they
were before.

Revenues

The majority of respondents (over 73 peicent) indicated
the commercial zone expansion has had little or no effect
on their revenue. Of the 270 carriers who replied and said
they experienced changes in revenue, 120 indicated increases
of 10 percent or less, and 42 reported decreases in revenue
of 10 percent or less. Forty-six carriers reported
increases or decreases greater than 20 percent.

We interviewed carriers who said they had experienced
changes in revenues due to the expansion. The following
examples illustrate how the expansion affected them:

--A Kansas City Class I carrier lost a $,000/month
account to a competitor who is now able to serve
the expanded commercial zone. He estimated on the
questionnaire that revenues decreased about 2 per-
cent due to the commercial zone expansion.

--A Los Angeles Class III carrier suffered a 10 percent
reduction in revenues because new competition undercut
his rates. Although the carrier has cut some rates, he
cannot cut others because he said his overhead costs
are too high.

-- An Omaha Class III carrier stated revenues almost
doubled due to the commercial zone expansion.
He is now serving customers who were not attractive
before because of interlining costs. This
carrier has also increased the number of drivers
and equipment to handle the increased business
due to the expansion.

Some carriers were able to avoid losses:

--A Los Ange'es Class III carrier lost some accounts
due to the xpansion but acquired four new accounts
resulting in an overall 8-percent revenue increase.
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--A Washington, D.C., Class III household goods carrier
experienced an 18-percent decrease in revenues due to the
expansion but compensated for the loss by getting
business the company formerly ignored, i.e.,
national and government accounts. Because of this,
the company expects to gross 22 percent more in profits.

--A Cincinnati Class II carrier estimated he lost
15 percent oi total revenues due to the commercial
zone expansion. Lost revenue was mostly interlining
revenue where long-haul carriers now deliver direct.
This carrier has not picked up any new customers
but has managed to recover part of the loss by
hauling more shipments for his other customers.

--A New York Class III carrier counteracted a loss
in household moving revenues by increasing his
share of commercial moving revenues. However, if

he continues to lose household moves, he will not
be able to obtain enough commercial business to
counteract the loss.

Operations

Most respondents indicated little or no change in
operations due to the commercial zone expansion. We
define operations to include the number of drivers, other
personnel, tractors, trailers, or terminals. The follow-

ing are the percentages by areas of carriers who indicated
little or no change.

Drivers 87.9
Other personnel 94.3
Tractors 91.9
Trailers 92.4
Terminals 97.1

In the first four categories, short-haul carriers responded
that decreases occurred more often. The greatest was a 23.1-
percent reduction in drivers. Conversely, cartage com-
panies reported the greatest increases in the same four
categories. Their greatest increase was a 15.3-percent
increase in drivers. Although short-haul and cartage
companies were affected most, the majority of both of these
groups said little or no change had occurred.

Competition

While most carriers said the expansion has not
affected competition, 27.6 percent indicated an increase
in service competition and 21.5 percent indicated an
increase in rate competition. Increased competition
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appears greatest among the short-haul and Class III carriers.Forty-six percent of the short-haul and 36 percent of the
Class III carriers said ervice competition increased.Greater rave competition was reported by 44 percent of theahort-haul and 29 percent of the Class III car.iers.

Some carriers we interviewed believe an increase
in competition is beneficial. Others fear competition
bacause carriers without ICC certificates could offerlower prices due to lower operating costs. Thus, someICC carriers said this puts them at a disadvantage be-
cause their operating costs make it harder for them to compete:

--A Los Angeles Class III carrier explained new
competition has undercut his rates and is taking
away his accounts. He has cut some rates to meet
competition but cannot cut all rates and still
pay overhead costs.

--A St. Louis Class II carrier fears non-ICC carriers'
competition because they can charge lower rates.Non-ICC carriers do not have costs that he does, such
as work rules, terminals, regulations, insurance,and maintenance facilities. He said e already
lost ome business to non-ICC carriers.

--A Kansas City Class I carrier has lost business to
carriers who previously could not operate in the areashe serves because the new competitors have lowered
rate; to attract business. He said he cannot lwer
rates because of his higher union labor costs.

With the increased competition, more carriers are
able to serve areas that previously required ICC operating
rights to serve. As a result, some carriers said theirICC operating rights are now worth less due to the
expansion. Generally, these rights were acquired fromother carriers at a cost of $10,000 to $125,000.

--A St. Louis Class II carrier said his ICC author-
ity used to be worth $125,000, but it now has novalue. The expansion allows anyone with a truck
to come into the area and compete.

--A Kansas City Class III carrier estimated his ICCrights, which cost $12,000 5 years ago, are now
worth only about $2,000 to $3,000 because most of
his territory is included in the expansion.

--A Cincinnati Class I carrier purchased ICC rights to
Harrison, Chio, in 1964-5 for $.25,000. These rights
ar? no longer of value because Harrison is now in thenew commercial zone and may be served by any carrier.
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--A Los Angeles Class III carrier stated that his
operating rights have no value. The company
spent $65,000 to purchase another company just
to get its operating rights to serve San Bernadino,
California. Now that the zone has expanded, anyone
can serve the area.

EFFECT ON SHIPPERS

The commercial zone expansion has had a negligible effect
on most shippers' rates and service. Shippers in the 12 cities
we visited, located in both the old zone and the new .rea,
reported few changes due to the expansion. Most shippers
were uncertain as to whether the expansion was extensive
enough to meet their shipping needs.

Our findings are based, for the most part, on the
responses we received to our questionnaire. As the responses
showed, many of the shippers did not know whether they were
in the newly expanded zone, the old zone, or even outside the
zone. This in some cases may have had some impact upon their
response to the questionnaire. However, we subsequently
interviewed a number of the shippers and we found no notice-
able difference in the answers to the questionnaire by shippers
who reported that they knew they were located within the
newly expanded zone, the old zone, or outside the zone. In
summary, as we previously mentioned, shippers said the expan-
sion had little o no effect on them.

Most of the regional planning agencies, in the 12
commercial zones, said the zones were generally adequate.
However, information provided by 7 of the 12 agencies
showed that the new zones excluded portions of the metropolitan
area which they believe should have been included. Appendiy
III shows the responses to our questionnaire.

Type and number of shipper
questionnaire response

Sixty-two percent f the 1,615 shippers who responded
to our questionnaire said they ship by motor carriers.
Those not using motor carriers were eliminated from the
analysis. The 998 shippers used motor carriers for
shipment of a wide variety of products, including medical
.upplies, furniture, hardware, clothing, and automobile parts.

The destination of shipments varied greatly--local,
within a State, or interstate. Most shippers indicated they
send a "mix" of truckload and less-than-truckload shipments.

Although a slightly higher percentage of shippers
in the expanded commercial zone indicated a change, the
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majority in both the old zone and the new area said the expan-
sion has had little or no effect. Therefore, the following
discussion applies to shippers in the old as well as the
expanded zone.

Q'ality of service received
from motor carriers

Most shippers said the expansion has had little or no
effect on the quality of motor carrier service. As the
following table shows, where a change was noted, most
shippers thought the expansion had helped improve the service:

Number
responding Percent

service was improved 76 8.4
Little or no change 808 89.5
Service was worse 19 2.1

Total 100.0

As shown below, shippers also experienced little or no
change in the quality of service as-indicated by local and long-
haul transit time and also by the number of loss and damage
claims.

Total Percent indicating (note a)
responding Decrease No change Increase

Local transit time 826 3.1 91.6 5.2
Long-haul transit

time 841 6.0 86.1 8.0
Number of loss and
damage claims 8-4 4.8 90.6 4.5

Note a: Because of rounding, percentages may not total 100 percent.

As noted in the questionnaire results, twice as many
shippers said the number of carriers available to move
their shipments had increased. No other significant trends
were noted for those shippers who said there ws an in-
crease or decrease in other aspects of service.

We interviewed shippers in the 12 cities to determine how
the expansion had chanced the quality of service they received.
Most told us the expansion had not affected the service. For
example:

--A Houston manufacturer of industrial waste water
treatment products located in the old commercial
zone was not affected by the expansion because his
products require specialized trailers and not many
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carriers have them. For this reason he was using
the same carriers now as he was prior to the expan-
sion and the quality of service has not changed.

--A Los Angeles ool and die maker located in the
expanded commercial zone told us he shipped most
freight by air or his company's own trucks. He
was aware the expansion had made more carriers
available; however, he stated he was using the
same carriers now as he was prior to the expansion
because they continue to provide gou service.

--A New York shipper of electrical transformers
located in the expanded zone said he was unfamil-

iar with the commercial zone or its effect. He
told us all freight was shipped collect to his
customers. He had not noticed any change in ser-

vice since the expansion took place.

Shippers we interviewed who said the quality of service

was favorably affected by the expansion include the
following responses:

--A Toledo printing ink manufacturer, located in the
new zone, said since the zone was enlarged the
company no longer interlined in the Toledo area.
This reduced delivery time up to 3 days.

--A Washington, D.C., furniture manufacturer, located
in the expanded commercial zone, said since the
expansion more carriers were available to move
his goods. As a result, the company reduced inter-
lining and saved 4 to 7 days in transit time.

Unfavorable effects of the expansion were mentioned

by two shippers, both located in the St. Louis expanded
commercial zone. They used motor carriers for inbound
shipments only, making deliveries with their own vehicles.

--The first shipper, a retail appliance store, told us

since the expansion, long-haul carriers were making
direct deliveries. Before the expansion most freight
was brought in by short-haul carriers. The shipper
stated that long-haul carriers were less desirable
because they were not willing to unload the shipments.
Deliveries were also slower because the carriers
waited for a full truck before making deliveries in

the area. In addition, long-haul carriers were less
cooperative in returning damaged goods.
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--Another shipper, a retail office equipment and furni-
ture company, voiced the same complaints. He said
long-haul trucks were too large for his loading docks.
As a result, they would unload their trucks
on the sidewalk and the shipper's employees would
have to bring the goods into the building.

Rates

As shown below, most shippers said there was little
or no change in the rates charged by motor carriers to
move their shipments.

Number
responding Percent

Rates increased 148 18.0
Little or no change 654 79.8
Rates decreased 18 2.2

Total 820 100.0

Approximately 20 percent of the respondents who thought
the zone expansion caused a rate change believed the rates
had increased. However, as previously discussed, at the
same time ICC expanded the commercial zones, there was a
general rate increase. The proximity between this change and
the expansion caused some shippers to believe the rate
increase was due to the expansion. We interviewed 19
shippers who indicated rates increased because of the
expansion, but none of the shippers had any evidence
that the rate increase was due exclusively to the expansion.

One shipper we interviewed, said he experienced a
rate decrease due to the expansion. This shipper, a large
household products manufacturer located in the old New York
commercial zone, told us because of the expansion the
company was able to negotiate lower rates with a carrier
for certain points that now were within the expanded
commercial zone.

NEED TO MONITOR EFFECT
AND ADEQUACY OF EXPANSION

As our review showed, the commercial zone expansion
took place with little or virtually no effect on the
carriers and shippers. However, the effect or results
may change at a later date because of certain economic
factors or because of additional industrial expansion.
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For these reasons, the expansion must be continually
monitored.

Also, the adequacy of the expansion should be monitored.
Most shippers and regional planning agencies were undecided
or generally agreed the expansion was adequate. However,
7 of 12 planning agency officials said the expansion excluded
areas which they believed should have been included.

For example, over half of the shippers responding were
undecided as to whether the expansion was adequate to meet
their shipping needs. However, most of those who did
express an opinion said the expansion was adequate.

Number
responding Percent

Extensive enough or
probably extensive
enough 341 41.3

Undecided 436 52.7
Not extensive enough or

probably not extensive
enough 50 6.0

Total 827 100.0

Regional planning commission officials in the 12 commercial
zones included in our review said the expansion was generally
adequate. Two commissions said the expansion would have a
negative impact on the central city, the old zone, new
development in the expanded zone, and related transportation
patterns. Information provided to us by 7 of the 12
commissions showed that the new commercial zone excluded
portions of the outlying metropolitan area which they believed
should have been included:

--Areas of the New York metropolitan area are
excluded from the commercial zone. These areas
include portions of Long Island, New Jersey, and
northern suburbs in New York and Connecticut.

--The Washington commercial zone excludes portions
of rural counties in Virginia and Maryland con-
sidered part of the metropolitan area. One major
town in the urbanized area is also excluded.
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--The Los Angeles commercial zone excluded many
communities considered part of the metropolitan
area. The combined population of the area ex-
cluded is over 350,000.

--- An area of rapid industrial and residential grcwth
to the west of St. Louis is excluded from the
commercial zone.

-- In Kansas City the zone expansion provides added
pressures for dispersal of urban development
and excludes a major new developing industrial
airport in Kansas.

-- The City of Elkhart, Indiana, an area of major
industrial development, is not in the South Bend
commercial zone.

While these planning agencies noted areas excluded from
the commercial zone, ICC provisions allow for individual
cities to request that their zone limits be expanded if they
believe they are inadequate. An ICC official said the
process is fairly simple. Anyone can file a request,
no attorney is required, there are no specific forms to
complete, there is no required format for the request, and
the process usually takes only about 75 days. Since 1969
over 80 percent of the requests were granted. As of March
1978, Syracuse, New York, and Spokane, Washington, have
made requests for zone changes, and we were told that two
counties in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area are
considering filing a request to change the zone limits.
Monitoring the number of requests filed will help ICC
determine the adequacy and appropriateness of the established
expansion limits.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATION, AND AGENCY COMMENTS

CONCLUSIONS

ICC's commercial zones were established in the late
1930s and mid-1940s and with very few exceptions, they
remained unchanged until recently. Although the zones
remained unchanged, many changes have taken place n our
cities whicn had an impact upon business and eco c
conditions. For example, metropolitan areas expanded
significantly, an improved highway system was developed,
and business moved from the central city to the suburban
areas. Recognizing these changes, ICC expanded the commercial
zones.

Our work showed the expansion was implemented, for the
most part, with little or virtually no effect on either
shippers or carriers. Some shippers, however, indicated
more carriers are now available to provide them with the
service they need. They added that service had improved
and certain rates were reduced. Some short-haul and
Class III (small) carriers said they experienced a decrease
in the amount of tonnage they haul and added there was
less interlining since the expansion was implemented.
On the other hand, some Class I (large) carriers reported
a slight increase in the tonnage that they carry. This
suggests that large carriers and some nnregulated local
carriers have benefited from the expansion, whereas some small
regulated carriers were adversely affected because the
tonnage they carry has decreased.

In expanding commercial zones ICC has, as intended,
included the areas of recent industrial expansion. Officials
of chambers of commerce, public utilities commissions, most
planning agencies, and carriers and shippers expressing an
opinion, stated the expansion was generally adequate. However,
there were many shippers who said they were undecided as to the
size of the expansion. In addition, certain planning agency
officials told us the expansion, in their view, was not
large encugh.

We realize that business and economic conditions
continually affect industrial expansion and may require
additional changes in the commercial zone regulation from
time to time. Therefore, we believe that ICC should con-
tinually monitor the adequacy and the effect of the recent
commercial zone expansion.
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE CHAIRMAN, ICC

We recommend that the Chairman,ICC establish procedures
to monitor the effect and adequacy of the commercial zone
expansion and make appropriate adjustments or modifications
as warranted.

AGENCY COMMENTS

We met with officials of ICC to discuss the resultsof our review. ICC agreed with our findings and conclusions.
They strongly supported our recommendation to monitor theeffect and adequacy of the commercial zones. Although adding
that this type of monitoring had not been done before,they agreed that it was an inherent part of "regulation."
They said this work would probably be conducted by ICC's
newly created Section of Performance Review.

ICC officials said that the pending court action may
have prevented some changes from occurring. However, now
that the case appears to be resolved, some changes mayoccur that had not taken place at the time of our review.
This possibility further supports the need for monitoring
the effect. We agreed, but pointed out that our data
showed only one instance where the court case was mentioned
as a factor inhibiting change.

ICC officials questioned the inability of the
questionnaire responses to distinguish differences affectedby "good and bad" freight and/or bargaining power of
small vs. large shippers. Although this was not included inour questionnaire, we advised ICC that we found no disparity
between the types of freight or the sizes of shippers whenconducting followup interviews. Most shippers, regardless
of size or type of freight, were in the areas receiving
acceptable service. However, ICC's concern in this areafurther demonstrates the need for continuous monitoring.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

METHODOLOGY

We consulted with ICC and the Departments of
Transp :ion and Justi..e to clarify the major issues

associate" with the expansion. With this assistance
we determined the most productive approaches for
obtaining data, the types of questions to ask, the
cities to select, and those aspects of motor carrier

and shipper operations most likely to be affected by
the expansion.

QUESTIONNAIRES

We developed a carrier and shipper questionnaire
and selected 12 commercial zones to stuly. The 12

commercial zones included a range of populations, port

and inland commercial zones, and zones within a State
and those that cross State lines. The questionnaires
addressed the expansion's effect on rates, service, and

operations. (See apps. II and III.)

We selected the motor carrier sample from mailing

lists of trucking terminals or principal business
locations within the 12 commercial zones. To provide a

more representative indication ol the effects on a
given zone, we used terminal addresses within the 12

zones. Our sample was selected in the following manner:

-- In zone Fss than 250 trucking trminals,
all wer et

-- In zones with over 250 trucking terminals, we

randomly selected approximately 250.

We developed a list of shippers with assistance from

a mailing list company and Department of Trarportation
officials. The mailing lists were developed from financial

and telephone directory information. We selected 20 in-

dustries most likely to use Dotor carriers and a random

sample of approximately 250 shippers for each city. We
also defined the commercial zones in the 12 citi-es by

postal zip code to assure that shippers sampled were in

the old zone and the area included by the expansion.

In September 1977 we mailed questionnaires to
2,565 motor carriers and 2,998 shippers. We sent a
followup mailing in November 1977 and used mailgrams in

January 1978 to get the questionnaire response rate up to
about 65 percent.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

FOLLOWUP INTERVIEWS

To help validate questionnaire data and gain further
insight into the expansion's effect, we interviewed asample of shippers and motor carriers in the 12 cities.
The sample was selected from shippers and motor carriers
who completed our questionnaires. We interviewed shippers
from three groups of respondents--those indicating an over-all improvement, those indicating no change, and those
indicating the quality of service had declined. We includedshippers in the old zone and areas included by the expansion.

We divided motor carriers into four groups for followup
interviews.

--Non-ICC regulated and local cartage.

-- Class I.

-- Class II.

-- Class III.

For ach group we interviewed a sample of companies which
indicated the expansion caused an improvement, no change,
or a worsening of conditions.

Our interviews with shippers and motcr carriers
helped to verify answers to the questionnaires, probed
specific aspects of change, and provided explanation for
changes reported.

SURVEY OF PLANNING COMMISSIONS

We contacted the regional planning commissions inthe 12 commercial zones to obtain their views on the
adequacy of the new zone limits and the overall effect
of the expansion. We asked them whether the expansion
included all communities in the metropolitan area, what
effect the expansion will have on industrial developmental
patterns, and what effect the expansion will have on
transportation patterns.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Questionnaire data from carriers and shippers was
tabulated and analyzed. Motor carrier questionnaires
were analyzed by type of carrier and individual city.Effects of the expansion varied by type of carrier.
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However, date from individual cities showed similar effects.
Shipper questionnaires were analyzed by individual
city and location of shipper with few noteworthy
differences observed. Overall, we found nothing in our
data to suggest any differences in effect by individual
city size or shipper location.

The questionnaire data provided a basic insight into
the expansion's effect. To provide explanations of how
various carriers or shippers were affected, we combined
questionnaire data with data from the interviews.

We also analyzed the corporate status and financial
strength of shippers and carriers who did not complete
the questionnaire and those returned nondeliverable."
Fe found nothing to suggest the motor carriers and shippers
not receiving or completing the questionnaire were different
from the overall sample.

QUALIFICATION

Our data presents an indication of the changes that
have occurred in the 12 sample cities during our review.
The data accurately represents the changes affecting
carriers and shippers in our sample, however, it cannot
be used to project results to the entire country.
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APPENDIX II

APPENDIX II

MOTOR CARRIER QUESTIONNAIRE

COMPANY BACKGROUND EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL ZONE

Please answer Questions 1, 2, and 3 with re- Please answer the remaining questions with re-

spect to your company as a whole. spect to the operations of this terminal only.
Remember the commercial zone was expanded

1. Which of the following catgories best on April 9, 1977.

daescribes your type of truck operations?
(Check one.) 4. !n general, what effect (increase or de-

l. 186 Cartage company (36) crease) if any, has the expanded commercial
zone had on the amount of tonnage that

2. 126 Non-ICC certificated carriers you ship? (Check one.)

3. 118 Contract carrier 1. 33 Decreased greatly (39)

4. 711 ICCcertificatedcarriers 2. 93 Decreased

5. 161 Other 3. 940 Little or not increase or decrease

89 No anwer given 4. 173 Increased

2. What is the size of the geographic area in 5 13 Increased greatly

which your trucks primarily operate? 139 No answr given

(Check one.)
40 Com ia 37) 5. What ffect (% of increme or decrease), if

1. 407 Commercial zone (37) any, has this expansion had on the dollar

2. 465 Regional (mid west, south, etc) volume of your revenues? (Answer one.

3. 164 Nationwide Approximations are good enough. Remem-

. 1 Other (Pleae specify) ber to continue to answer only for your

4. 251 Other (Please specify) terminal.)

104 No answer given 1. 169 (Some) increase (4041)

3. Which of the following categories best de- 2. 960 Littleornotchange (42)

scribes the dollar volume of your 1975 3. 101 (Some) decrease (4344)

revenue? (Check one for either fiscal year 171 No ansr given
or calendar year, whichever is more con-

200venient.) 6. Again, what 3ffect (increase or decrease),

Under $0,000 (38) if any, has this expansion had on the size
1,&2. 618 and

$250,000 - $500,000 of the area you serve? (Check one.)

3. 258 $500,000 - $3 million 1. 19 Decreased greatly (45)

$3 million - $10 million 2. 37 Decreased

4. & 5 O 400 ver 10 miand in 3. 899 Little or no increase or decrease
Over ,10 million

115 No answer givn 4. 266 Incresed
5. 31 Increesed greatly

139 No answer given
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7. What effect, if any, has this expansion had 10. Now consider the service competition youon your rates? (Check one.) now face. Has this competition become
1. 5 Decreased() less competitive, more competitive or1· 15 Decrease greatly remained unchanged since the expan-

2. 60 Decreased sion? (Check one.)
3. 1063 Little or no increase or decrease (53)

1. 3 A great deal less competitive4. 59 Increased
2. 17 Less competitive

15. Increafse greatly 3. 847 Little or no change
4. 269 More competitive

8. What effect, if any, has this April 19, 1977, 5. 61 A great deal more competitive
expansion had o the size of your opera- 194 Noanwer given
tions: specifically the number of drivers,
personnel, tractors, trailers, terminals, etc.? 11. Aside from service competon, consider the
(Check one column for each row.) rate competition you now fce. Hu rate

competition conme ll compettiie, more
competitive or remained unchanged since
the exparion? (Check one.)

/ '~~ (54)/ (1 ) (2) _ (4) () 1 1 A great deal Ie competitive
·. Number of 2. 15 Less competitive1. Number of

drivers 14 58 1042 70 2 6 3. 922 Little or no chdange
2. Number of 4. 217 More competitive

other 5. 41 A great deal more competitive
personnel 7 31 1083 27 0 243 195 No answer given

3. Number of
tractors 9 35 1038 47 0 262 12. Are there any questions concerning te f-

4. Number of facts of expanding the motor carrier com.utrailers 9 29 1033 16 1273 mercial zone that you fiel we should have
trailers 9 29 1033 46 1 273 asked but did not? If there are, or if you5. Number of have additional comments about the
terminals questions we did ask that you feel would(company- be of interest to the U.S. Congress plems
wide) 8 6 1064 17 0 306 feel free to express them in the space be-

low. An' further information you can give
9. Because of the expansion, how has inter- will be greatly appreicated

lining changed (increased or decreased), (6075)
if at all? (Check one.) Thank you.

(52) Total completing questionjre 1391
1. 36 Decreased greatlv
2. 109 Decreased
3. 995 Little or no change
4. 29 Increased
5. 1 Increased greatly

221 No answer given
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SHIPPER QUESTIONNAIRE

BACKGROUND 4. Roughly about what percentage of your
motor cmmon carrier shipments fall into
each of the following categories of ship-

1. On April 9, 1977, ICC's expanded com- ment size?
mercial zones went into effect. Is your
facility located in a new commercial zone,
an old commercial zone, or outside a corn- / /e/
mercial zone.

(36)
1. 42 This facility is currently nEc in // / /

any commirciai zone. SIZE OF SHIPMENT 

2. 51 This facility is currently in the 1. A truck load r 
new commercial zone, but was more 10 32 31 69 4116 1461
not previous to the April 9 ex- 2. Lm then a truck
pension. load but more than

3. 459 This facility is in the commercial 000 bs 323 122 44 27 82! 471
zon. 3as it was before the April 9 3. La then 6000 Ib.
ex'pans, in. .but not United

Parcel Service 24 139 o 192 173 (48)
4. 809 Don't k ow 4. United Prcl 

254 No answer given Srvice 139107 69 1 24 41(4)

2. Does your company use motor common
carrier(s)? 5. Roughly a.ut what percentige of your

1. 998 Yes (Pleae go to question 3.) motor comnr,on carrier shipments are
shipped to destinations in the follow-

2. 40 No (Plas go to question 10.) ing categorles?
157 No awOgiv / // t

3. What principal products are shipped by / /,
motor common carriers from this facility? DESTINATION
(Provide a brief list in the space below.)' DESTINATION 

178 Indurtralproducts . Loclly (within 76 37 63161 25 mIle) ___ ___
161 Manufacturing 2. Intertat 355 1 63 

119 Hardware 2. Intrt-t
9 Fu7titure 3. !nterstate
91 Drugs, chmicals & modkine regionally 260 183 1201 l12 .23
Z7 Auto part 4. Natlonwide 237 96 99 161 405

Office suppli 6. Other (Plea
50 Food explain)

133 Other 39 8 4 4 943
38 No Answer given

Total roonding to question 3 to 9 99
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EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL ZONE 8. Wht effect (Increae or decreae), if any,
has the expansion itself had on your ship.
ping mt? (Check one.)6. What effect, if any, did the April 9, 1977 pig r ? (Check one.))

expanded commercial zones have on the 1. 0 Decrased greatly
quality of service that you receive from
motor carriers? (Check one.) 2. 18 ICrem d.

(55) 3. 654 Little or no increase or decree
1) 25 Much better 4 139 In ed
2) 51 Better 5 9 Icreased greatly
3) 808 Little or no change 178 N om r
4) 15 Worse
5) 4 Much worse 9. Is the expinded commercial zone extensive

- enough or not to meet your shipping
95 No answr g,n needs? (Check one.)

(62)7. What effect, if any, hs this expansion had 1. 185 Extensive enough
on your shipping operations: specifically
the number of shipments, the transit time 2 16 Probably extensive nough
for typical local shipments, transit time for 3. 436 Undecided
typical long haul shipments, number of 4. 33 Probay no: exteive enough
carriers providing you service and number
ot loss and damage claims, etc.? (Check 5. 17 Not exteraive enough
one column for each row.) I71 No &vwrtm

10. Do you have any comments about ICC's
regulation of motor common carrTiers?

e/~/'/,¢ / ttAe there any questions conceming the
_/,/J,/R/x4/t/ .llTets of expanding the commrercial zoneS' cff/*/,J /t %? that you feel we should have asked but

r, ,, . 1 f did not? If the are, or if you additional
1. Number of shipments 6 179 1812 173 comments about the questions we did askit

shipments _ 5 7t_3 _8 2173rthat you feel would be of interest to the2. Transit time for typ- 9 7 3 5 172 U.S. Congress, please fl ee to express

ica3 lasit te fr them in the space below. Any further
typical ong-hul information you can give us will be greatly
shipments 8 42 724o 57 10 57 appcitd.

(37a5)4. Number of carriers
moving your ship-
ments 5 31 721 6 164 Thank you.

5. Number of ou nd
dermae claims 13 27 7 _ 6 164 Total Completing Questionnaire 1615
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
COMMERCIAL ZONE

SCALE %"-1 MILE

·. Lnn~I N PARKOR E ,

SMTHTON

CiTY DIMITS - -

. ) I .%~~~~~~~~~~

.* j t hi~~~~~~~~~~

/e AICOPAK*
I RFREM 

\,fflNCOR~~~~~~~~~~~~~S 

* .



APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

PRINCIPAL ICC OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

CHAIRMAN:
A. Daniel O'Neal Apr. 1977 Present
George M Stafford Jan. 1970 Apr. 1977

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROCEEDINGS:
Rober J. Brooks Mar. 1974 Present
Vacant Dec. 1973 Mar. 1974Sheldon Silverman Mar. 1970 Dec. 1973

DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF OPERATIONS:
Joel E. Burns Sept. 1976 Present
Lewis R. Teeple (acting) Dec. 1975 Sept. 1976
Robert D. Pfahler May 1967 Dec. 1975

(34741)
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